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"Let no man despise thy youth"
Class 4 – Mississauga West – November 2006
Reading: 1Tim 4:1-5:2

Previous Class
Bit out of sequence now – 
	After dealing with problems of Judaisers, certain sisters and the elders, Paul then comes to a positive section about the ecclesia - Wonderful description of what the ecclesia is to be – a manifestation of God – a dwelling place for him.
	will exhort on that later.

	But after that, we come to chapter 4.

·	Very abrupt change of pace, but on the same subject
·	BUT (AV has now, NIV nothing at all)
·	Despite the ecclesia, some will fall away.

V1-2
When are the last times? We often claim that this is a future prophecy of the RCC.
·	It does fit nicely, but is that all?
·	No real relevance for Timothy – this is to do with his mission in Ephesus
·	Important that we do not take prophecies and shift them away from ourselves – not always possible, but often the danger is we can look at prophecies of apostasy and condemnation of Pharisees etc. as about “them”. We can fall into the same trap – we need to examine selves.

The Spirit says expressly…
Several warnings of false prophets to come:
·	Paul in Acts 20
·	Jesus (who is called “the spirit” in Rev 2-3) warned of the falling away prior to AD 70 in Matt 24 – e.g. v11 – "And many false prophets will arise, and will mislead many.”

This verse sounds like a prophecy of future – it is, but the future that Paul is referring to is that very time – he is referring to a past prophecy about that time. 
·	Timothy is to respond to this, by resisting false teachers
·	Several other passages follow the same format – PPT 2
·	1st 3 show apostles felt that they were in the last times
·	2Tim 3 – switches to present tense very quickly
·	1Jn 2:18 – refers to the prophecy – now it is being fulfilled
·	Jude 17-19 – now they have come 

Another passage is one that Timothy helped write – 2Thess 2 – PPT 3
·	follows same pattern of referring to a prophecy of coming apostasy – then says it is all already at work
·	both passages use the term apostasy
·	these similarities help understand why Paul brings this up now – it is a contrast to mystery of godliness – this also sits in temple of God. And is to be restrained.
·	Restraint – Timothy to restrain
·	Deceitful – liars
·	Last one is and interesting link – pay attention to deceitful spirits – standard Christian view is that this is from the Devil. 
·	OOO “Deceitful spirits – LXX – 1King 22:20-23
·	Could follow up a theme  God is at work to “confirm” our desires – those who love truth are helped, those who hate truth are similarly helped. Thus the deceiving spirit in a way is from God, and yet describes the false prophets:
·	1John 4:1-3 – not really from God – it is from the heart of man
·	2John 7 – deceivers – sw as in 4:1
Doctrines of Demons
·	(if time) – not “about” demons. 
·	Demons = madness – James 3:15 – wisdom not of God is earthly, natural, demonic – i.e. from heart of man

V2
·	We learn these false teachers are not simply sincere misled people
·	They are hypocritical liars – their religion is one of show – usually used of Pharisees
·	Conscience seared as with a branding iron – a medical term. Could mean that:
·	A mark of ownership – like a cow (mark of beast)
·	More likely – conscience has been deadened – by continually refusing to listen to conscience, eventually it dies – Hymen & Alex had “rejected good conscience” 
·	Sin is like this – at first we feel guilty – but if we keep at it, eventually we will not even feel bad at all. – very dangerous as conscience is difficult to heal.
·	Similar to God hardening the heart – it is not just man, and not simply God – it is a process that both are involved with.

Big Question
·	Do such people exist today? Very, very strong language (even stronger coming in ch. 6 – depraved minds, sick cravings, compares them to people who pick at infected sores and make them worse.
·	Can we identify such people – or is Paul simply telling us what they are like, for there exterior does not reveal the inner workings and motivations of their minds?
·	I find it hard to comprehend that such people could be in the ecclesia?!?!?
·	Yet they were, and no doubt can be again!

V3-5
Now gives example of what they teach – fits in well with initial analysis of the heresy in Ephesus being primarily a Jewish, legalistic one.
IF TIME…
·	But why these 2 things – No marriage and no meat?
·	In 2Tim 2:18 & 1Cor 15:12 we learn of a heresy that the resurrection was past. It is probable that this is here too – where people are saying the kingdom has already arrived. 2Thess 2 was written because “so that you may not be quickly shaken from your composure or be disturbed either by a spirit or a message or a letter as if from us, to the effect that the day of the Lord has come.”
·	Jesus too warned in Matt 24 to not believe deception “Behold – here is Christ”
·	No marriage – Matt 22:30 in resurrection they do not marry, but are like angels
·	Food laws – a return to Eden – i.e. vegetarianism – reflects the obsession with apocryphal 

·	But key point for us today is – it is a religion of prohibition and rules – do not marry, do not eat this. Legalism is a terrible danger to us all – recommend David Levin’s book – “Legalism vs. Faith”
·	Similar heresy in Colossae – Col 2:20-23 – of no real value
·	Not to say discipline and prohibition is wrong – but it must be for self, not rules for others – and remember – it is a means to an end – keeping such self-made laws are not righteousness.
·	Food concerns are mentioned several times as a problem in 1st C Basic guidelines
·	Food is a matter of indifference – it is what comes out, not what goes in that matters
·	Be sensitive to others conscience though – and your own conscience too – Rom 14:23 – whatsoever is not of faith is sin.
·	BUT do not make laws or DEMAND abstinence.

Paul answers the heresy of restrictions in 2 ways – which he repeats 3 times: PPT 4

·	Did God create it or man?
·	3 time Paul indicates reminds us of Gen 1 – And God saw that it was good – all creation was “very good”
·	Word of God – a ref to Creation being done by “word of God – and God saying that creation was very good
·	Paul here is indicating that the fall of Gen 3 has not changed the fact that creation is still good.

·	Can we thank God for it?
·	Again this may vary from person to person, but we must be totally honest with ourselves to not fool ourselves into thanking God for things that are wrong.
·	But anything we do – ask – can I thank God for this.
·	E.g. TV – a nature documentary is something that we may able to thank God for – and yet most of what is shown we could not really thank God for it.
·	Can’t make simple slogans like “TV is bad” when one person may have self control to be very selective – but another may not be able to. 

In this context, Paul often speaks of need for thanksgiving:
Rom 14:6  &  1Cor 10:30-31 – DO ALL TO GOD’S GLORY – this is the ultimate with all we do

v6-10
·	Paul now starts to directly address Timothy. Firstly he tells Timothy how to prepare himself to deal with the heresy in the ecclesia.
·	2 analogies – what you eat, and exercise

V6 Lit. If you set this before the brethren you will be a good deacon
·	Heretics were forbidding food – Timothy is to acts as a deacon (one who waits tables) and present as a meal to the ecclesia good food – this would be a reference to all of what has gone before.

Paul then tells Timothy to not just present food to others, but to continue to feed himself with the words of faith and good doctrine

·	Last phrase in AV sounds like a past tense reference – something that has been completed.. It is, but it is a continual process. 
·	The idea of the verse is very much of continual action.
·	Constantly nourished
·	Not “where you have attained” (AV) but “which you have been following 
·	A continual diet of the word is what he needs – and so do we – we are not snakes that eat once a week – little and often. - 
·	Similar idea in 2Tim 3:14-17 – Continue… Be convinced… SAME CONTEXT of false teachers in last days
V7-8
Continues the contrasts – don’t refuse foods – refuse false doctrine.
·	Timothy is to nourish himself on the words of faith and good doctrine – by contrast, the false teachings are like junk food…
·	Paul calls them
·	“Old wives fables” – an expression of the day for empty vacuous prattle, or being undiscerning  - to believe anything! Just sitting around talking.

In contrast to that he now switches to exercise…
·	exercise = gumnazo (we get gymnasium)– lit. to practice naked – i.e. for the games – reminds one of laying aside every weight
·	= “vigorous training”
·	Again – a continuous tense in Greek
·	Exercise is like this – must keep at it – if you stop for a few weeks you lose all the gain – in fact those who do it a lot find that even a day or 2 without it and they can feel it.

What are we to exercise in? Word used 3 other times – PPT 5
·	This verse says Godliness – is both the training, and the end result of the training – by engaging in godly activity, practically living our faith, we will become more godly people – a virtuous circle
·	The word
·	Trial
·	Can be trained in evil too

V8
·	Bodily exercise – profit’s for a little time – i.e. it has some value
·	This is true – and generally the old saying healthy body = healthy mind is true
·	But this is not Paul’s point here. He is showing that godliness is of so much more eternal value

Several times Paul use image of an athlete by way of contrast – to show the sort of dedication that some will devote to a trivial goal – the most obvious one is 1Cor 9:24-27

·	Exercise – hard at first, but it becomes more natural and enjoyable over time
·	Same with being Godly – it is not natural to us, but we if we do it, we will find it has many rewards, both now and in the future – As Heb 12 says – it is not pleasant but it produces fruit
·	Important point – it has hope for now – we sometimes forget this and make out our lives to be all trial and misery now, and gritting our teeth waiting for a pay out later
·	We ought to enjoy our life in Christ now
·	Peace in the forgiveness of sins
·	Hope for the future in a troubled world – we know this is not all there is – do not need to fear and be anxious
·	Knowledge of God’s love for us
·	Fellowship with brothers and sisters – Mark 10:29-30
·	There is a sense of continuity into the kingdom, that we are already living that life now – we ought to enjoy serving God as that is what we will always do.



This is probably the faithful saying referred to in v9 – “Godliness is profitable for all things” – i.e. now and future – though it could be “God being the saviour of all men”
·	both are saying the same thing – the motivation for our labouring and striving  is for salvation and the promise of the future.
·	Not that we earn salvation, our hope is not on our own efforts, but on God
·	The labouring and striving is the response to salvation – but it is not something relaxed or laid back
·	Labour – to be weary and exhausted – often used of labourers, Peter fishing all night, Jesus at the well in Samaria. 
·	Strive – (not suffer reproach) another word of the games – where we get the word “agony” from. It is used in 1Cor 9 to refer to “the games” or “the mastery” and refers to wrestling or a battle – what we wrestle is our own natures
·	Best example is Jesus in the garden – he was in an agony (Luke 22:24) the battle of his own will and his fathers. 

4:11-16
·	Paul has instructed Timothy on how to continue to prepare himself to face the challenges in Ephesus
·	Don’t waste time with vacuous prattle, but feed himself on the word
·	Train in Godliness – it is to be just like an athlete and will be exhausting.

V11
·	Now he is again told to command these things – same word as 1:3 – it is a military command. The pursuit of godliness is not personal but is for all others in the ecclesia

·	But there is a problem – he is young – 35 max. 
·	And so we see another reason why Paul is writing
·	To encourage Timothy who may not have felt it appropriate to be commanding others – while he was very dedicated, he seems to be someone who could be pushed around a bit
·	To tell others that Paul has entrusted Tim with his own authority. Despise is a strong term – can imply hatred or disgust
·	Literally = “look down”
·	So how is he to command if is so young – By being an example.
·	Paul is saying let no one look down on you, in fact, be someone they can look up to!
·	Especially for a young, there can be much you want to change or tell your elders they are doing wrong – the only way that will work is by being an example.

Example of those who believe – how to TEACH
This is a essential teaching tool for us all
	word by itself is not enough or we could all live in isolation and just read our Bibles

we need to see it alive in others – PPT 6
1Cor 11 – ultimately we are following Christ – not other individuals
1Thess – Imitate the Lord, Paul, and therefore become examples yourselves
Phil 3 – to observe = to take aim
	We are to look for others in the ecclesia who are following Christ
Know that others are looking at you – it affects how we live if we know our example is affecting others
Look for good in others – not the bad – we can then follow the good
V13
Again – Timothy’s authority is not himself, but Scripture. 
·	Reading = public reading – in a way this verse is a prototype of how our meetings should be run
·	First we listen to God’s word
·	Same word used in LXX Neh 8:8 where the law was read, and then the Levites ensured the rest knew what it meant 
·	Then we are to be taught – doctrinal instruction (exposition) and practical exhortation – comforted, encouragement – need to have a balance
·	Perhaps this reminding us to speak on the readings
·	2nd C pattern of worship PPT 7 – all interesting, but in particular

v14
Much could be said about HS gifts
	they did not control the possessor or his free will

could be neglected
one could even fall away 
HS not really all that different to our own experiences  - we now have the word, but we have strengths that God has given us that we are born with that we can develop in his service, or we can neglect or misapply to other things (like Solomon’s wisdom)

One thing – laying on of hands was not just to give the gifts – but to commend someone to some special service or mission – several times where the laying on of hands was done to those already with the spirit – (Num 27:18-20, Acts 6, Acts 13:1-3, Gal 2:9)
·	We do something similar at baptism with RH of fellowship
·	Probably should do this at other times – when someone is embarking on a special task


V15
Paul keeps emphasising the need to continuously be developing:
·	Meditate/Take Pains = continuously practice and cultivate 
·	Give yourself/be absorbed = lit. BE IN THEM – be immersed in them

·	profiting = “progress” – we ought to see in each other and be encouraging growth
·	We see in each other progress – not that we pretend to be perfect and have arrived already – no – we are all works in progress and ought to be honest to show it – not hypocrites
·	If we pretend to be perfect, we will discourage others

V16
·	Pay close attention to:
·	Self – i.e. your example
·	Teaching – what you teach
·	Our spiritual progress and effort is not about simply saving ourselves – it is for others. 
·	Ought to have genuine concern for each others salvation. 

